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Abstract. This article examines the shifts in Information Systems (IS) research from a positivist to interpretive to sociomaterial paradigm by demonstrating how the shifts reflected the
move from substantialist towards process metaphysics. Such metaphysical grounding provides
a foundation for deeper understanding of paradigm differences and the struggles when shifts
occur. After a brief historical overview of substantialist and process metaphysics and a summary of their key assumptions, the article explores paradigm shifts in IS research and highlights
the underlying metaphysical nature of surrounding difficulties and controversies. The article
advances the paradigm debate by drawing attention to the metaphysical nature of paradigmatic
shifts in IS research and by opening up intellectual space for conceiving and understanding
novel research approaches beyond Burrell and Morgan’s model [1].
Keywords: substantialist metaphysics · process metaphysics · IS research ·
positivist paradigm · interpretive paradigm · sociomaterial paradigm · paradigm
debate.
Labels in philosophy and cultural discourse have the character that Derrida ascribes to Plato’s pharmakon:
they can poison and kill, and they can remedy and cure. We need them to help identify a style, a temperament, a set of common concerns and emphases, or a vision that has determinate shape. But we must also be
wary of the ways in which they can blind us or can reify what is fluid and changing.
Richard J. Bernstein

1

Introduction

Metaphysics is the branch of philosophy broadly defined as the study of the nature of
being, traditionally concerned with basic questions: What is there? and What is it
like? [2, 3]. The task of metaphysics is to clarify fundamental notions of existence,
entities and processes, space and time, mind and matter, and to articulate a conceptual
framework for understanding the world and grounding human knowledge [4]. Metaphysical assumptions thus provide a foundation, a worldview, that enables seeing,
understanding and investigating the world, anything that exists. A consistent set of
metaphysical assumptions is called a paradigm [1], [5, 6]. Any research inquiry is
grounded in a particular worldview, a paradigm, that legitimizes and limits what is

researched, the nature of knowledge and the ways research is conducted and
knowledge claims created.
Classification of paradigms by Burrell and Morgan [1] represents a significant
milestone that changed scholarly discourse in social sciences by defining the metaphysical assumptions underpinning major paradigms, namely the functionalist (positivist), interpretive, radical humanist and radical structuralist. Burrell and Morgan’s
model of paradigms had an enormous impact on social sciences, including organization studies and Information Systems (IS), primarily because it recognized nonfunctionalist (that is, non-positivist) paradigms while at the same time protected the
dominant functionalist (positivist) paradigm from raising criticism [7]. The model,
however, has also had some unintended implications: its use tended to reify the rigid
notion of paradigms and its dimensions of differentiation (objective vs subjective;
regulation vs radical change) obscured “important differences in current research
orientations and lead to poorly formed conflicts and discussions” [7] (p. 191). The
paradigms (labels) that meant to focus attention and cure have been increasingly used
to fix and police borders and fight paradigm wars, thus limiting rather than enhancing
research opportunities.
The IS discipline followed these developments in social sciences albeit with some
delays. A study of publications in the key IS journals in the 1980s by Orlikowski and
Baroudi [8] found that 96.8% of empirical papers adopted a positivist paradigm. The
landmark 1984 Manchester Working Conference [9] alerted the IS community to
these developments in social sciences and opened up new research approaches and
opportunities. However, in their study of publications during the 1990s in a larger set
of IS outlets Chen and Hirschheim [10] found that positivist research continued to
dominate (adopted by 81% of empirical papers). While they welcomed the decreasing
dominance of positivist research, Chen and Hirschheim called for renewed efforts by
interpretive researchers and the change of editorial policies [10].
Since then the IS research landscape has significantly changed. The increasingly
digitized, networked and global world and the new phenomena emerging with ubiquitous, pervasive and embedded information, communication and mobile technologies,
have radically transformed the landscape and texture of the contemporary IS problematic (see e.g. [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]). The range and complexity of IS problems are
increasing beyond the IS discipline’s ability to imagine and examine. Researchers are
therefore pushing for expansion of intellectual boundaries by exploring new research
opportunities and proposing new research approaches [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
While the interpretive paradigm increased prominence and acquired legitimacy
[23, 24] its metaphysical assumptions limited researchers’ ability to deal with the
emerging IS phenomena. Framed in opposition to positivism the interpretive paradigm remained within the confines of the Burrell and Morgan model [1]. Both have
been critiqued for their failure to account for the complexity and uncertainty of contemporary IS phenomena and in particular the puzzling and fluid entanglement of the
social and the technological [16], [18], [21], [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. A radically novel

sociomaterial approach has been proposed that, in simple terms, assumes an everchanging world that is continuously re-constructed and re-assembled out of heterogeneous materials [16], [18]. While the sociomaterial approach drew the imagination of
IS and organization studies scholars, its distinct nature has been questioned (e.g. [25],
[30]) and its assumptions considered wrong (e.g. [27]). The debate on sociomateriality has obscured rather than revealed important distinctions, leading to poorly grounded and misleading conflicts.
What is particularly striking is that the recent paradigm debate could no longer be
productively grounded in Burrell and Morgan’s paradigm model [1] because the relevance of its dimensions of differentiation has progressively diminished [7], [31].
Grounded in the metaphysical separation of the subject and the object, the “subjective-objective” dimension “reproduces a neo-positivist philosophy of science and
obscures the nature of other research programs” [7] (p. 194). The “subjectiveobjective” dimension has thus become progressively “eroded” [31] (p. 261) while the
“regulation-radical change” dimension has been compromised [7]. We therefore need
not only new paradigms but also and importantly a different metaphysical grounding
to allow for emerging paradigms and for understanding new distinctions among paradigms – distinctions that would enrich and stimulate the paradigm debate and help the
IS discipline produce significant and relevant scholarship.
In light of the above discussion, my aim in this paper is i) to propose an alternative
metaphysical distinction – that between substantialist and process metaphysics – as a
potentially useful grounding for understanding different paradigms and ii) to show
how such metaphysical grounding enables new insights into differences among research paradigms and thereby contributes to the contemporary IS paradigm debate.
To achieve these aims and put the debate in a historical context, I first present a
brief historical overview of substantialist and process metaphysics and then propose a
comparative review of their key assumptions. This is followed by the analysis of paradigmatic shifts in IS research – from positivist to interpretive to sociomaterial research approaches – grounded in differences among the substantialist and process
metaphysics. The paper advances the paradigm debate by drawing attention to a metaphysical nature of paradigmatic shifts in IS research and by opening up intellectual
space for conceiving and understanding novel research approaches beyond the Burrell
and Morgan model [1]. The paper concludes with suggestions for expanding this debate further.

2

Historical Roots of Substantialist and Process Metaphysics

The controversial question about the nature of reality that we are currently struggling
with is much older than we typically acknowledge. Whether the reality consists of
substances (defined by bundles of properties) or processes is indeed a perennial question, vigorously debated since antiquity. As philosophers throughout the history of
thought have attempted to deal with and explain experiences of permanence and

change, they have argued opposing positions by giving primacy to either Being or
Becoming.
Heraclitus (born ca. 560 BC) stands out as the first philosopher of Becoming, who
argued that the world is in constant and ubiquitous flux and that everything is always
flowing in some respects [32]. Considered the founder of the process philosophy [33,
34], Heraclitus opposed the view that substances are fundamental constituents of the
world and posited that the world consists of constant metaphysical flux (“an ever
living fire”). He thus considered processes ontologically primary and substances secondary. His metaphysics of constant flux (attributed to Heraclitus by Aristotle and
Plato) was famously illustrated by the expression that it is not possible to step into the
same river twice. While the river in everyday usage is assumed to be the “same river”
whenever we step into it, the river is constituted of constant flow and keeps changing
even while we step in. River thus cannot be seen as an object or thing but as a continuous flow. Heraclitus’ metaphysics of constant flux provided a foundation for processual thinking and became seminal in the history of Western process philosophy.
Heraclitus’ worldview as perpetual change and becoming stands in stark contrast to
Parmenides, Leucippus and Democritus’ worldview of fixed entities (subjects, objects, things), that is pure being as the underlying reality. The struggle between the
two worldviews, that is, between the primacy of Becoming or Being, was first articulated by Plato [35]. He agreed with the Heraclitus’ view that the perceptible world of
ordinary experiences is processual but argued that this world is less real, being only a
reflection of the world of Forms. For Plato it is Forms that really exist and particular
physical objects get real when they participate in the Forms. Plato thus established the
primacy of Being as the eternally unchanging Forms in contrast to Heraclitus’ primacy of Becoming and the metaphysics of constant flux.
Aristotle (384–322 BC) rejected Plato’s conceptions of the two worlds and argued
that our natural world is real. Aristotle followed Heraclitus claiming that physical
objects or matters are constantly changing, and that substances are generated as matter
takes on form [36]. While substances are central to Aristotle’s metaphysics it also
included potency, activity (energeia), motion (kinesis) and change as fundamental
categories. Aristotle’s metaphysics was thus interpreted as both a foundation for substantialist metaphysics, and also an important contributor to process metaphysics.
Since antiquity, the struggle for the primacy between Being and Becoming subsided for quite some time only to be revived by Descartes (1596–1650), the “father of
modern philosophy”. According to Descartes, the world is composed of substances
that are either mental or physical but share some common features. Mesle summarizes
Descartes’ substantialist assumptions as follows [33] (p. 44):
1. Substances exist independently of other substances. Descartes wrote,
“By substance, we can understand nothing else than a thing which so
exists that it needs no other thing in order to exist.”

2. Substances are also those unchanging realities that stand under
(hence sub/stance) their qualities and endure unchanged through the
changes of those qualities.
Descartes’ famous “mind–body dualism” implied an essential distinction and an interdependent existence of the mind (or soul, a thinking) and the body (an extended,
non-thinking thing). This dualism enabled him to articulate on the one hand, a rational
basis for the soul’s immortality and on the other, formulate a theory of nature as the
mechanistic physics that excluded the mind and mentality. Descartes’s substantialist
metaphysics has had a long lasting influence on Western thought and provided a
foundation for the subsequent development of the “scientific method”.
A significant rebirth of process thought happened at the end of the 18th and early
19th century with important contributions by German philosophers Fichte (1762–
1814), Schelling (1775–1854) and Hegel (1770–1831). In response to Kant’s “transcendental idealism”, Fichte, Schelling and Hegel drew attention to the processual
nature of the “transcendental subject” and focused on the process by which knowable
appearances are generated. For Hegel anything that exists is never stable but instead
constantly changing through a dialectic process of conflicting opposites that form an
inherently unstable whole.
The confrontation of substantialist and process metaphysics continued particularly
vigorously in late 19th and 20th century. An alternative approach to Hegel’s dialectical view of reality articulated by Whitehead’s (1861–1947) speculative process metaphysics describes the world consisting of entities as “actual occasions”:
“Actual entities” – also termed “actual occasions” – are the final real
thing of which the world is made up. There is no going behind entities to find anything more real. They differ among themselves [in
their importance and diversity of functions] … yet in the principles
which actuality exemplifies all are on the same level. The final acts
are, all alike, actual entities; and these actual entities are drops of
experience, complex and interdependent. [37] (p. 18)
Whitehead rejected the various dualisms, what he called the “bifurcation of nature”. For Whitehead the world is composed of the becoming and perishing as relational processes – complexes of actual experiences that are produced by occasions.
Actual entities are events that are created of past actual entities or in Whitehead’s
words they prehend previous entities. Whitehead named the concrete process of becoming of an actual entity “concrescence”. These analytical concepts are key to understanding Whitehead’s innovative process metaphysics which assumes that “temporal occasions of experience actively constitute one another in the flow of time, …
where the force of his complex theoretical scheme becomes apparent” [38] (p. 8).
Whitehead’s contemporaries James (1842–1910) and Dewey (1859–1952) developed a process-based pragmatic metaphysics. Similar to other pragmatists both James
and Dewey rejected many Cartesian dualisms. Dewey and Bentley for instance wrote:
“What have been completely divided in philosophical discourse into man and world,

inner and outer, self and not-self, subject and object, individual and social, private and
public, etc., are in actuality parties in life-transactions” [39] (p. 248). Central to Dewey’s philosophy is experience as part of the interaction with environment, “the dynamic participation, the continuing process of an organism’s adjustment not simply to
environing conditions but within a biological (physical) and cultural environment”
[40] (p. 9). Through such interaction and participation humans acquire meaning, determine situations that occur, engage in cooperative behaviour and actualize their
potentialities.
Continuing exploration of phenomenal experience, but within the tradition of continental philosophy, Bergson (1859–1941) considered that the processual character of
being was outside of human cognitive reach. Seibt [34] explained Bergson’s view:
“when we carefully attend to what we take in during conscious experience and who
we are, without forcing a conceptualization of that experiential content or the act of
experience, we find not a relation and ready-made relata but an interactivity or ongoing interfacing with the world”. Referring to “beings entangled with the world” Bergson emphasized an immediate experience that allowed humans to intuitively capture
the dynamics of becoming and the flow of duration (“durée”). Bergson used durée to
express the notion of “real time” that is experienced rather than measured [41] which,
as Linstead [42] explains, makes a distinct contribution to process metaphysics:
spatialized time is time stripped of its intrinsic heterogeneity …
[which] is essential to deterministic approaches to experience …
[that assumes] life unfurls along its prescribed path according to the
laws of nature. But for Bergson duration is definitely creative. Every
emerging instant is new, unique, and novel. ... Past, present, and future as memory, experience, and anticipation form duration where
the real and the virtual meet. [42] (p. 5)
As this brief and inevitably limited review shows, process thought and process
metaphysics have developed in opposition to substantialist metaphysics (vice versa is
true as well) since antiquity and disputes are far from being settled. The revival of
process thought in the last century, inspired in particular by developments in physics,
was fuelled in the last 20–30 years by technological developments and transformative
processes in society and the economy. This review shows the rich tapestry of process
thinking and a broad variety of process philosophies. As Rescher puts it, “the unity of
process philosophy is not doctrinal but thematic” [43] (p. 45). Indeed, we can see that
they all share commitment to the primacy of Becoming over Being and the processual
understanding of the world. These philosophers, as Helin and colleagues explain,
“work from within things, staying with them, suspicious of abstracting too far into
hierarchies of being; they stick with things and experience of things, rather than
reaching into a more certain, stable and invariant world of ideas” [44] (p. 3).

3

Key Assumptions: A Comparative View of Substantialist and
Process Metaphysics

From Plato and Aristotle to Descartes and onwards the world is seen as composed of
substances, self-contained entities that exist independently of other substances. Substances are described by qualities or properties that may and do change while they
(substances) persist and remain unchanged. Descartes’ wax argument illustrates substantialist ontology and its logic [45]. A piece of solid white wax is described by its
particular shape, size, colour, consistency, weight and scent, that is, by its specific
properties [45]. When the piece of wax melts and becomes liquid it loses all its properties that initially distinguished it from other entities. However, Descartes explains,
due to our mind and our intellectual abilities, we still believe this is the same wax
implying that the substance of wax remains the same, despite the change of its specific properties. If we imagine, as Mesle does, that the world is destroyed this piece of
wax would still exist in the empty space as it does not need anything else to exist [33]
(pp. 44–45).
The wax example shows another important connection: between the substanceproperty worldview and the subject-predicate structure of language. Sentences such as
“the wax is white”, “the wax is hard” or “the wax smells like honey” describe the
subject “the wax” and its properties or qualities. The subject (the wax) persists and is
considered the same while predicates (properties) change. The wax exists independently of its properties, and thus remains unchanged when these properties
change. The common sense of our cultural heritage implies that the grammatical
structure – the subject and its predicates – corresponds to the structure of reality [33],
[37]. Such a view of reality, as Whitehead comments, “expresses a useful abstract for
many purposes of life. But whenever we try to use it as a fundamental statement of
the nature of things, it proves itself mistaken. … But it has had one success: it has
entrenched itself in language, in Aristotelian logic, and in metaphysics” [37] (p. 79).
Process metaphysics has been proposed in opposition to and by contesting substantialist metaphysics throughout history.1 First it is the founding notion of a thing, an
entity or a subject defined by its properties/attributes/qualities that was contested.
Responding to the wax argument and also to the view of persistent subject, mind, self,
body or personality, defined by particular qualities (physical or mental) Mesle argued:
if you take away all of those qualities, there is simply nothing left.
You are a bundle of qualities, and a dynamic, changing bundle at
that. Some qualities in the bundle are more persistent than others,
but there is no unchanging “self”, no mental substance that endures
unchanged through the changes of qualities or that exists independently of those qualities so as to remain if they were all taken
away. [33] (p. 47)
1

The contesting also goes the other way around as the “revolt against process” thinking in
contemporary philosophy [43].

Mesle rejects the idea of an unchanging self or a mental substance that endures.
While he admits that there is a bundle of dynamic qualities that can describe “self”,
together with Whitehead he argues that “your mind or soul is the cumulative flow of
your experience [over time]. You have a sense of self because of this continuity” [33]
(p. 49).
In Table 1 I summarize the key claims of substantialist metaphysics presented
comparatively with those of relational process metaphysics, discussed in this section.
Table 1. Comparative assumptions of substantialist and process metaphysics
Substantialist metaphysics

Process metaphysics

Major focus

Substantialist metaphysics is
concerned with “what there is”

Process metaphysics is concerned with “what is occurring”
and “ways of occurring”

Foundational
constituents
of reality

Primary units of reality are
things, subjects or entities as
enduring, self-contained,
bounded substances
Substantialist metaphysics gives
primacy to beings – things,
subjects, entities or substances
defined by properties or qualities

The primary units of reality are
processes: reality is conceived as
confluence of processes
Process metaphysics gives primacy to becoming as “the mode
of being” as well as the “processes that generate different kinds of
dynamic beings”

Other constituents of
reality: derivative concepts

Processes are ontologically
understood as modifications of
properties typically due to relationships between substances;
while properties may change
through processes substances
persist, remaining what they
essentially are
Processes are “owned”, they are
processes of specific substances
(reductionist view of processes)

Being is constituted by its becoming; being is dynamic, created in relational processes
Persistent entities are enduring
patterns of processes (Whitehead)

Time is considered universal,
absolute, linear and measurable
Time, as “clock-time”, measures
movement and events in space

Time is inherent in processes, an
inextricable part of a lived durée
(Bergson)
There is no singular absolute
clock-time but rather a multiplicity of clock-times that belong to
multiple processes (realities)

The notion of
time

The major focus of substantialist metaphysics is the question of “what there is”
implying its primary concern with Being. It is things, entities or subjects as selfcontained, bounded, enduring substances that are seen as foundational constituents of
reality. Things, entities or subjects (such as technologies, organizations, individuals)
have properties that define them. These properties may change without changing their
substances (as in the wax example). Changes of properties occur due to relationships
between things, subjects or entities, which is a way to recognize the existence of processes in substantialist metaphysics. Processes are thus derivative concepts as they are
processes of specific substances involving the change of properties.
Process thinkers draw from our intuitive understanding of reality as flows and dynamic relational processes that we experience in our everyday lives. Process metaphysics reflects our experience of ongoing dynamics of our lives and the world we
live in and integral to them the ongoing becoming of entities (individuals, organizations, information systems) that are only temporally stabilized in the course of events.
Process philosophy starts from experience and encourages us to open up our thinking to the richness and depth of our experience and intuition. Seibt [34] notes that
“process philosophers (e.g., Whitehead) argue that the traditional notion of substance
(a time-invariant, necessarily located particular) precisely lacks any experiential
grounding, while process philosophy can draw on the experience we are most intimately familiar with, namely, the way in which we experience ourselves”.
Process metaphysics thus differs fundamentally from substantialist metaphysics by
not focusing on “what there is” but instead on “what is occurring” and “ways of occurring” (see Table 1). Process metaphysics therefore considers processes as fundamental constituents of reality and gives primacy to “becoming” as the “mode of being” as well as the processes that generate different kinds of “dynamic beings” [4],
[34], [37], [43], [46]. Reality is conceived as a web of relational processes [33] or a
“confluence of processes” [47] that are continuously coming about.
In response to attempts to downplay the distinctive processual thinking Rescher [4]
critiqued what he calls the “process reducibility thesis” that portrays processes as
changes of things universally accepted as existing in nature. Rescher later wrote:
What is characteristically definitive of process philosophizing as a
distinctive sector of philosophical tradition is not simply the commonplace recognition of natural process as the active initiator of
what exists in nature, but an insistence on seeing process as constituting an essential aspect of everything that exists – a commitment to
the fundamentally processual nature of the real. For the process philosopher is, effectively by definition, one who holds that what exists
in nature is not just originated and sustained by processes but is in
fact ongoingly and inexorably characterized by them. On such a
view, process is both pervasive in nature and fundamental for its understanding. [48]

It is the processual nature of reality, the pervasive, ongoing, relational processes
that are foundational and thus of primary interest in our quest for understanding the
world and anything in the world. In other words, anything that we experience in the
world is always in becoming. What we call things, objects, subjects, personalities,
organizations, technologies, are not fixed, free-standing, bounded individualities but
dynamic, fluid, emergent, temporally stabilized beings. Being is thus constituted by
its process of becoming actuality as, in Whitehead’s words, “[t]he actual entities …
make real what was antecedently merely potential” [37] (p. 72). This implies, as Introna notes, that:
In their actuality all beings are ontologically open (and as such ontologically malleable and emerging) … no being/entity is ever “complete” so that this complete entity can then have relations with other
entities (in such “completed” terms) which are then somehow external to its own constitutive becoming (Whitehead, 1978, p. 59) – becoming is not “between” but always within, and as such, constitutive
of actual entities. [26] (pp. 332–333)
Beings are understood as “epiphenomena of primary fluxing and changing patterns
of relationships and event clustering” [49] (p. 283). When we experience organizations and technologies as stable and ordered we need to look within, beneath and beyond them to uncover their “becoming” or “occurrence” and how they become accomplished as “impermanent patterns” of ceaseless relational processes.
Time in substantialist metaphysics is taken to be universal, absolute and objective
as is postulated in Newtonian physics. Time measures movement and events in space.
Time runs uniformly, in a linear fashion and can be divided into discrete units.
“Clock-time” is measured precisely according the World Standard Time.2
In process metaphysics time is intimately linked to processes. The flow of process
cannot be separated from the flow of time. Developments in physics in the early 20th
century, and in particular Einstein’s theory of relativity, revealed that measuring time
is relative to a reference system and cannot thus be absolute [50]. Process thinkers
together with contemporary physicists:
reject the Newtonian view that time and space exist as some fixed
background or framework separate from the events that happen
within them as if time and space form the bottle around us that
would still exist even if all events disappeared. Time simply is the
passage – the becoming and perishing – of events. [33] (p. 43)
Drawing from Einstein, Bergson conceptualized time as “experienced time”, a “real time”, a lived “durée” as part of the flow from past into future. For Bergson, the
real time duration is different from linear, “measured time”: “Our duration is not
merely one instant replacing another; if it were, there would never be anything but
2

The World Standard Time agreed 1 October 1884 included 24 time zones and Greenwich as the zero
meridian [50].

present – no prolonging of the past into the actual, no evolution, no concrete duration.
Duration is the continuous progress of the past which gnaws into future and swells as
it advances …” [51] (p. 4). The dynamicity of our experience implies its own time,
the past (memory) that lives in the present as it is becoming (creating) a future. In
process metaphysics time is of central importance for appreciating and dwelling in
processes.

4

Reflections on Substantialist Metaphysics Underlying IS
Research and the Shifts Towards Process Metaphysics
4.1

IS Research Underlined by Substantialist Metaphysics

From its beginning the Information Systems discipline eagerly embraced substantialist metaphysics following other business disciplines seeking legitimacy of a proper
scientific discipline [52]. IS research in the 1970s and 1980s was motivated by the
development and deployment of IT in organizations and the increasingly evident implications on employees, quality of work, decision making processes, productivity,
efficiency and effectiveness, organizational performance and power and organizational structures, e.g. [53, 54]. IS researchers tended to adopt a positivist research paradigm, assuming that the world consists of discrete entities – human beings, organizations, technologies, processes, products, accounts and others – that exist independently of observers [8]. These entities are characterized by inherent and largely stable
properties and relationships that can be unproblematically studied, measured and
mapped. The aim of research was to discover causal relations among phenomena of
interest so that they can be explained and predicted. Researchers thus developed research models that define constructs (variables) to represent (and measure) relevant
entities and hypothesized relations among the constructs (assuming one-to-one correspondence with the real world). For example, the technology acceptance model defined two variables, “perceived usefulness” and “perceived ease of use”, which are
causally related as fundamental determinants to the variable “user acceptance of technology” [55]. The research models are then empirically tested in order to either verify
or falsify the hypothesized causal relations, following the hypothetic-deductive account of scientific explanation.
Of particular interest to positivist research is how information systems and information technologies (IS/IT) as an autonomous, exogenous force impact on organizational processes and structures [17]. This view of IT/IS was based on the assumption
that “[a]n information system is an artefactual representation of a real-world system
as perceived by someone, built to perform information processing functions” [56] (p.
62, emphasis in original). While positivist IS researchers widely assumed such a view
they rarely expressed explicitly their ontological assumptions. A notable exception is
found in Weber [57] where fundamental ontological concepts and their derivatives are
defined (based on Bunge’s [58] generalized ontology) as a foundation for the evaluation of IS theories [57] (p. 3):

• The world is made of things. Things can be substantial or concrete
(e.g., an information system user or a computer); alternatively, they
can be conceptual (e.g., a mathematical set of a function). …
• All concrete things in the world possess properties … Similarly, all
properties in the world attach to some thing … For example, a human (a concrete thing) may possess a property that he uses an information system, and a computer (a concrete thing) has a property
of possessing a certain amount of internal memory. …
• The way in which we perceive a property at a point in time (our representation of it) is called an attribute. Various types of attributes exist …
• A vector of attributes in particular represents a state of a thing (its attributes in general along with their associated values). …
• An event that a thing undergoes is represented by a change from one
of its states to another of its states (at least one of its attributes
change values). …
• The history of a thing is a sequence (ordered set) of its states (e.g.,
the states that a thing traverses over time are ordered by time). …
• Two things interact when the history of one thing is not independent
of the history of the other thing. …
These concepts represent a paradigmatic case of substantialist metaphysics that has
underpinned much of mainstream IS research since its early days (although not necessarily articulated so precisely and exhaustively). In Weber’s ontology reality consists
of things characterized by attributes and states, and also events when things change
their states. Such a view of events is consistent with the substantialist metaphysics’
reductionist view of process – an event is defined as the change of a thing’s state.
By defining what exists in the world, metaphysics also circumscribes what is studied, what is considered credible evidence and how justifiable knowledge is generated.
Substantialist metaphysics provided the foundation to study information systems,
information technologies, individuals and organizations as discrete, self-contained,
describable entities represented as variables allowing for empirical testing of nomological statements about their behaviour – cause and effect relationships among variables, representing objectively what is the case in the world. For instance Daft and
Lengel’s, Media Richness Theory [59] posited that communication media affect users’ ability to communicate and change understanding. IS/IT in these studies are often
presented as causal determinants of organizational change [17]. Grounded in substantialist metaphysics and representationalist epistemology positivist research exemplified the scientific ideal to study and objectively establish IS/IT effects across time and
space, independently of their particular use in any concrete social setting [56,] [60].
While the positivist paradigm dominated and continues to dominate mainstream IS
research, it has been subjected to critique and its limitations have been debated from
various perspectives. The key issue is the disregard of social and historical conditions
and contexts of IS development and use, which limits the understanding of these pro-

cesses and their effects. Assuming one-dimensional causal relationships among IS/IT
and human and organizational effects, many positivist studies adopt a form of technological determinism [18], [61]. Positivist studies test predefined relations among variables and thus are not “conducive to the discovery and understanding of nondeterministic and reciprocal relationships” [8] (pp. 12–13). Furthermore, by abstracting to variables and across contexts, positivist studies, Ramiller and Pentland argue,
remove participants’ meanings, history and also content (actors, actions and artifacts)
which as a result disconnect research results from practice [62].
4.2

A Shift Towards an Interpretive Approach and Social Constructivism

During the 1980s and 1990s significant attempts were made to overcome the limitations of the positivist approach by focusing on social contexts in which IS/IT are developed, deployed and used and in which they are interpreted and enacted thus becoming part of social and political dynamics [12], [18]. The interpretive approach,
boosted by the Manchester 1984 Conference [9], introduced new views on information systems and organizing within complex social and historical contexts that
departed from substantialist metaphysics and technological determinism.3 The interpretive research approach assumed the subjective and socially constructed nature of
IS/IT and organizations and the emerging processes of their mutual shaping and coconstruction. Interpretive researchers thus believe that a relevant reality cannot be
isolated and measured in an “objective” way and independently of researchers, but
instead argue that reality is always interpreted (by people studied and by researchers)
in a value-laden and subjective manner.
Kling and Scacchi for example proposed the web ontology of computing that explains how computers became enmeshed in webs of social relationships by making
explicit the “salient connections between a focal technology and its social and political context” that help understand “the dynamics of computing development and use in
organizational life” [66] (p. 3). Markus [67] examined the organizational power and
politics and how they become implicated in the dynamics of MIS implementation.
Another example of the social constructivist view concerns studies on IS project success or failure. Assuming interpretive flexibility of IS projects, their success or failure
is not seen as an objectively existing end state, but instead is considered to exist only
as an interpretation or construction by relevant social groups, see e.g. [68].
A distinct stream of interpretive research has been informed by Giddens’ theory of
structuration [69] that transcends the subjective/objective polarization of social reality
[12]. Drawing on Giddens’ theory, Orlikowski proposed a “structuration model of
technology” that allows a “dialectic understanding of interaction between technology
and organization” [70] (p. 398). The model assumes “interpretive flexibility of technology” that refers to the “degree to which users of a technology are engaged in its
3

This was part of a larger, often called reformist movement of qualitative research and the adoption of

interpretive philosophies in social sciences that began in the 1970s as a reaction to positivist social science
[63, 64, 65].

constitution (physically and/or socially) during development or use” [70] (p. 409),
thus depending on the technology, human agents and the context.
Interpretive research opened up new ways of thinking about, investigating and theorizing complex questions of IS/IT and organizing. It made distinct contributions to
understanding the transformational processes involved in technology deployment and
the subjective, local and contextual meaning of technologically mediated work and
managing practices. For instance, Walsham, one of the prominent champions of interpretivism in IS, articulated the new metaphysics of information systems and organizing:
Computer-based information systems embody interpretive schemes
in the sense that they provide ways of viewing the world and thus
making sense of it. They also reflect norms and values concerning
what are desirable states of the world or what can be achieved. Finally they provide a facility that can be used in the control and coordination of material and human resources. [71] (p. 235)
Computer-based information systems may thus be associated with
elements of changed social structures, but its use can also reproduce
existing structures of meaning, power and morality; or, in other
words [they] are associated with a blend of social reproduction and
change. … Important elements of change … include new forms of
work activities, new roles and involvement with others, and thus
new identities at work for individuals and their perception in the
eyes of the others. [71] (p. 236)
To understand an information system, what it is and what it does, we must grasp
the interpretive schemes they embody and the ways their use mediates social actors’
interpretation, meaning making and actions in organizational contexts. An information system thus does not “mirror” (independently existing) objects from the real
world but rather represents a particular interpretation of the real world which in turn
participates in the construction of the real (e.g. social reproduction of structures or
change, [12], [72]). While information systems are technologically realized their
meaning, use and effects in the social context are socially constructed, together with
everything else in the social world. The development, implementation and use of
information systems and their implications in organizations and society cannot thus be
understood independently of social actors, their lifeworlds, meaning systems, cultural
and historical backgrounds, and emerging social processes. Interpretive IS research is
not aiming to isolate, explain and predict IS phenomena but rather to contribute to the
understanding (Verstehen) of IS phenomena in practice, see e.g. [8], [17], [23], [71],
[73].
Interpretive researchers can be seen as trailblazers that moved away from substantialist metaphysics, seeking new ways of seeing and thinking about reality as socially
constructed, and focusing on subjectivity and objectivity, agency and structure, processes and temporality, sociality and materiality. They revealed exciting new possibilities to engage in actual processes of embedding and enacting IS/IT in various social

and organizing contexts and generating knowledge by drawing from human subjectivity while not sacrificing the objectivity of knowledge [65]. However, the interpretive
approach faced some significant criticism, often by its key protagonists.
First, interpretive researchers engage and observe reality while aiming to remain
objective and external to it. As Schwandt remarks, “in interpretive tradition, the interpreter objectifies (i.e. stand over and against) that which is to be interpreted. And, in
this sense, the interpreter remains unaffected by and external to the interpretive process” [65] (p. 194). In addition Latour [74, 75] critiqued social constructivism for
privileging human beings and disregarding other heterogeneous agents in performing
reality.
Second, interpretive researchers struggled with the plurality of subjective perceptions, interpretations and constructions of reality (e.g. of IS implementation and success) by different social groups. The problem with plurality of interpretations, as Mol
[76] and Law [77] extensively discuss, is the assumption of a single underlying reality
of which different social groups have different perceptions and interpretations. They
instead argue that multiple realities are often enacted and that this is not a question of
epistemology but ontology.
And the third objection, expressed by Leonardi and Barley, is that the “swing away
from technological determinism toward social constructivism, which began in the
1980s, has gone too far” [12] (p. 3). The key issue I would add following Latour [74]
is that social constructivism with its central preoccupation with human perceptions
and interpretations has not taken seriously into account participation and contribution
by non-human actors in the construction of reality. Most importantly, while social
constructivist metaphysics moved away from substantialist metaphysics it has not
gone far enough towards adopting and applying process thinking.
4.3

A Shift Towards Relational Ontology and a Sociomaterial Approach

The movement towards relational ontology is contrasted to substantialist metaphysics
[78] as well as social constructivism [74, 75]. Relational ontology assumes that humans, technologies and things emerge through relations in practice: they do not preexist as entities (with given or interpreted properties and boundaries) but are instead
created and continually recreated through relations. The founding assumption is that
relations are primary and relata secondary [79, 80]. Everything that exists is thus always in becoming as relational effects. As we can see relational ontology has striking
similarities with process metaphysics as their assumptions and orientations clearly
overlap. Mesle [33], for instance, explicitly articulated process-relational metaphysics. Shotter [81] draws on relational ontology and Barad [79, 80] among others to
explore process orientation in practice. Introna referring to Bergson and Whitehead,
claims that entities with pre-existing quality do not exist in actuality but are the
“emergent accomplishments of becoming” [26] (p. 332) through relations that are
constitutive of their very beings. However, only a handful of authors recognize metaphysical resemblance among the relational ontology and process metaphysics [26],
[47], [81, 82].

The movement inspired by relational ontology involves several parallel streams of
research in science and technology studies (STS) and actor-network theory (ANT) in
particular, e.g. [75, 76, 77], [83, 84, 85, 86]; feminist and science studies, e.g. [87],
[79, 80]; and many others. Drawing from these streams and specifically Barad’s agential realism [79, 80] a sociomaterial approach was recently proposed in IS and organization studies [16, 17, 18] [88]. The sociomaterial approach emerged at a particular
time when it became increasingly more difficult to disentangle information and communication technologies from work practices, organizing and socializing, public and
private lives. It assumes an ever-changing world that is continuously re-constructed
and re-assembled out of heterogeneous materials.
One of the founding concepts of the sociomaterial approach is the entanglement of
humans and non-humans, the social and the technological (material), that is, heterogeneous actors who continually co-construct reality and at the same time co-constitute
each other. Actors are thus actual accomplishments of heterogeneous assemblages. To
understand the dynamics of their entanglement Barad proposed the concept of intrarelating and intra-action:
To be entangled is not simply to be intertwined with another, as in
the joining of separate entities, but to lack an independent, selfcontained existence. Existence is not an individual affair. Individuals
do not pre-exist their interactions; rather, individuals emerge through
and as part of entangled intra-relating. Which is not to say that
emergence happens once for all, as an event or as a process that
takes place according to some external measure of space and time,
but rather that time and space, like matter and meaning, come into
existence, are iteratively reconfigured through each intra-action,
thereby making it impossible to differentiate in any absolute sense
between creation and renewal, beginning and returning, continuity
and discontinuity, here and there, past and future. [80] (p. ix)
The ongoing processes of becoming are thus temporal, based on lived time rather than
clock time, a view that features prominently in process metaphysics.
While talking of becoming through relations Barad assumes that all relations are
internal to the becoming of actors [80], implying that the actors are never “completed” [26]. They may be stabilized, performed as particular actors with particular properties and relations, by what Barad [80] calls “agential cuts”. Agential cuts are local
resolutions of ontological openness, implying no authors of the performative outcomes. In Introna’s words, “[i]n the ongoing flow of becoming there is no author (or
authority) as such. There is no actor ‘outside’ the heterogeneous assemblage that can
intra-act with it and somehow not become implicated in the performative outcome”
[26] (p. 338).
The sociomaterial approach, as Orlikowski and Scott [18] emphasize, adopts a
posthumanist notion of performativity that decentres the human and “incorporates
important material and discursive, social and scientific, human and nonhuman, and
natural and cultural factors” [79] (p. 808). By adopting posthumanist performativity

they follow Barad who questions and rejects the notion of agency that is located either
in humans or in objects (technologies):
Agency is a matter of intra-acting; it is an enactment, not something
that someone or something has. Agency cannot be designated as an
attribute of “subjects” or “objects” (as they do not preexist as such).
Agency is not an attribute whatsoever – it is “doing”/“being” in its
intra-activity. [79] (p. 827)
It is important to note that Orlikowski and Scott proposed the sociomaterial approach as an attempt:
to move beyond the separation of the technical and the social. For
researchers [adopting the assumptions of relationality and becoming]
practices are always sociomaterial, and this sociomateriality is integral, inherent, and constitutive, shaping the contours and possibilities of everyday organizing. As Barad (2003, p. 818) puts it, “Agencies are not attributes [of either humans or nonhumans] but ongoing
reconfigurations of the world.” Thus, an important challenge for research going forward is developing ways of thinking and talking
about the social and material worlds as inseparable, as constitutively
entangled. [18] (p. 463)
Given its grounding in relational ontology, the hallmark of the sociomaterial approach
is ontological inseparability of the social and the technical and their constitutive entanglement – clearly distinguishing the sociomaterial approach from other approaches
(in particular the positivist and interpretive).
Early work by Orlikowski [16, 17] and Orlikowski and Scott [18] stimulated a
stream of empirical studies that contributed to the sociomaterial scholarship [29], of
which I’ll mention only a few.
In an early attempt to adopt a sociomaterial practice perspective [18] Wagner et al.
[89] explore the survival of an Enterprise System (ES) project. They conceptualize ES
as a sociomaterial assemblage that disturbs the previous sociomaterial assemblage of
legacy practices and thus produces resistance at rollout. By exploring the processes of
mutual accommodation and adaptation of the social and the technological during the
post-rollout phase they demonstrate how resistance is accommodated through sociomaterial adaptations. The authors contribute to changing discourse on ES projects
from best practice to negotiated practice, demonstrating how project survival often
depends on sociomaterial adaptations and negotiations well beyond the rollout phase.
The work by Østerlie et al. [20] is another example of sociomaterial scholarship.
The authors provide an account of dual materiality of the undifferentiated phenomena
of well flows in petroleum exploitation (e.g. liquids, gases and sand) and the information system (arrangements of sensors, computer equipment and algorithms) used
by the engineers as part of practice. They contribute to the discourse on sociomateriality by “refining ideas of materiality, which has thus far been predominantly limited to

the materiality of technological artifacts. Dual materiality highlights how IS becomes
important, as its materiality plays an integral part in creating, not simply representing,
the materiality of the physical world” – in their case the well flow [20] (p. 102). The
notion of dual materiality, as the authors indicate, is an instance of Barad’s [80] phenomenon-instrumentation relationship.
A sociomaterial ethnography of planetary exploration at NASA (a mission orbiting
an outer planet in the solar system) by Mazmanian et al. [90] draws on Barad [79],
Haraway [87] and Suchman [88] and explores “how physical, social, material, technological and organizational arrangements dynamically reconfigure each other in the
durée of organizational practice” [90] (p. 831). They contribute further theorizing of
the notion of constitutive entanglement of the social and the technological/material by
explaining the dynamic reconfiguration of the people, social structures, information
technologies and representational objects in practice.
Based on a comparative study of the UK-based AA hotel evaluation system and
online evaluations on TripAdvisor (a form of crowd-sourced content) Scott and Orlikowski [15] explore the phenomenon of anonymity. In contrast to the dominant view
on anonymity as a social phenomenon – a static attribute of an agent or a system –
they show how anonymity is performed differentially by material-discursive practices
of the AA and TripAdvisor evaluations. Drawing from Barad’s agential realism [79,
80] the authors demonstrate that anonymity is an enacted accomplishment of these
practices. The authors explain how such enactments of anonymity through specific
material-discursive practices generate different agential cuts, that is, a particular hotel
ranking by the AA system and the other by TripAdvisor, with serious performative
effects in the hospitality sector. This paper has broader implications for understanding
the performative effects of openness and (lack of) accountability of social media and
crowd-sourced content drawing attention to their emerging consequences in everyday
practices of knowledge production and consumption.
The sociomaterial approach, together with other research streams founded on relational ontology, are breaking new grounds in understanding the dynamic, uncertain
and technologically impregnated world differently. The move towards the sociomaterial approach, I suggest, signifies a move towards process thinking. While the
original proposal for the sociomaterial approach does not explicitly draw from process
metaphysics, its foundation in relational ontology is processual in nature. Furthermore, some researchers like Introna [26], [82], [91] and Shotter [81] who engage
seamlessly with the relational and the process metaphysics demonstrate their ontological kinship and shared roots.
While the sociomaterial approach has been debated for a about decade, the IS research community is yet to appreciate its distinct nature and novelty and understand
the intellectual expansion of research possibilities that it enables. The problem, however, is that the debate on sociomateriality was framed within the dualist worldview
and substantialist metaphysics. The radical nature of relational ontology that underpins the sociomaterial approach has been misunderstood, denied or plainly claimed
wrong. The debate on sociomateriality has turned into a discussion on the importance

and distinct nature of the material (including technology) and its relation to the social
[25], [30]. Sociomaterial accounts are critiqued for their alleged failure to define the
material (its “intrinsic properties”) and to explain entanglement, e.g. [25], [30], [92].
The sociomaterial approach is thus questioned and assessed on the grounds of substantialist metaphysics leading to claims that it is a “wrong turning” [27]. It is particularly intriguing that the sociomaterial approach has been critiqued and redefined, precisely based on substantialist metaphysics that it rejects! Kautz and Janson [93] refer
to these opposing views as different “camps” and alert the research community to the
controversy and confusion emerging in the IS and organization studies debate on
sociomateriality.
There are now different conceptions of the sociomaterial approach [93] and the
confusion in the literature as to what it is that the term denotes. Conflating different
ontological positions has been detrimental to the development of the sociomaterial
approach. The key problem of course has been the lack of appreciation and understanding of the relational ontology and processual thinking as well as the radical departure from substantialist metaphysics that the sociomaterial approach exemplified.
While the above exploration is out of necessity limited (omitting numerous authors
and works that deserve mention) it shows that the road from substantialist to processual thinking has been a difficult one and that the journey has had many obstacles and
distractions. The debates in IS have more often obscured rather than clarified the differences in research approaches and their implications. Grounding our debates in
metaphysical assumptions, as I tried to do here, might help IS researchers better understand the paradigmatic differences and controversies and engage in a more constructive dialogue.

5

Concluding Remarks

As the IS discipline experiences shifts from positivist to interpretive to sociomaterial
paradigms we are caught up in a long-standing controversy between the substantialist
and process metaphysics without recognizing its foundation or understanding its historical roots. The paradigm debates, especially those related to the emergence of interpretivism and the more recent confrontation among the so-called different camps of
the sociomaterial approach, have been fought within an intellectual climate largely
informed, although not necessarily explicitly, by Burrell and Morgan’s paradigm
model [1]. These debates in many respects obscured the deep underlying metaphysical differences and thus led to poorly articulated conflicts and confusing argumentation.
In this paper I propose a different grounding for our paradigm debates: the distinction between substantialist and process metaphysics. By briefly reviewing their historical developments and summarizing their key differentiating assumptions, I offer the
conceptual foundation to examine and reflect on paradigm shifts in IS research from
positivist to interpretive to sociomaterial. This discussion shows how the proposed
metaphysical grounding contributes to the contemporary IS paradigm debate by re-

vealing new insights into differences among research paradigms as well as sources of
conflict and confusion.
Substantialist metaphysics has dominated Western thought, languages, education
and socialization. We have grown up believing that things have a nature that is fixed
and describable and that through our inquiries we are representing this nature ever
more accurately and thus usefully. The IS discipline has been built on this tradition
and has seen remarkable development grounded in substantialist metaphysics. It is
therefore not surprising that departing from substantialist thinking and opening new
ways of thinking about, investigating and theorizing complex questions of technologies and organizing have been difficult and often obstructed. Similar to other social
sciences, the IS discipline has been struggling to find ways to go beyond substantialist
metaphysics and advance research based on alternative worldviews.
It is important to note here that while the choice of a paradigm can be more or less
compellingly argued it cannot be scientifically justified based on some fundamental
assumptions and evaluative standards as these very assumptions and standards characterize the paradigm in question. “In paradigm choice – Kuhn contends – there is no
standard higher than the assent of the relevant community” [5] (p. 94). When one
group “uses its own paradigm to argue in that paradigm’s defense” [5] (p. 94) it uses a
circular argument. To advance the paradigm debate further we need to explicate and
reflect on metaphysical assumptions and argue for a novel paradigm based on its ability to identify and deal with relevant phenomena. This becomes particularly important
when a new metaphysics is proposed that challenges the dominant, widely accepted
one, due to inevitable misunderstandings and the risk of dismissing research contributions founded on unknown and unaccepted set of assumptions.
While a paradigm choice cannot be scientifically justified (or proven right or
wrong), it can nevertheless be clearly explained and persuasively argued for. The
metaphysical grounding of the paradigm debate can help advance scholarly communication and nurture critical discourse. Explicitly reflecting on metaphysics and confronting different philosophical foundations of our research might actually be revealing and act like a gestalt switch to help us open up new ways of looking at and seeing
the world.
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